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REPRESENTATIONS OF METABELIAN GROUPS
REALIZABLE IN THE REAL FIELD

BY

B. G. BASMAJK1)

Abstract. A necessary and sufficient condition is found such that all the nonlinear

irreducible representations of a metabelian group are realizable in the real field, and all

such groups with cyclic commutator subgroups are determined.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to characterize finite metabelian

groups whose all nonlinear irreducible representations (over the complex field)

are realizable in the real field. This is done in two steps. Using factor groups which

are dihedral we prove in §2 a necessary and sufficient condition for some monomial

representation to be realizable in the real field. In a remark we show that this result

can be applied to give a partial solution to a question raised by Brauer in [2]. Some

notations are introduced in §3 and the main result is proved in §4. This is used in

§5 to determine all such finite groups with cyclic commutator subgroup G'. In

particular we get that such a metacyclic group with G' of even order should be

dihedral.

2. Representations realizable in the real field. Let AT be a proper normal sub-

group of a finite group G, P a linear representation of K with kernel D, and NiD)

the normalizer of D in G. Assume the induced representation PG is irreducible.

Define the representation P* of G by replacing every entry of PGig), geG,by its

complex conjugate. The notation G=(a,.. .> means G is generated by a,... and

\G\ denotes its order. A dihedral group is given by <a, b \ an=b2 = iab)2 = l} and a

quaternion group is given by <a, b \ a2n = be = l, an = b2, b~1ab = a~1}.

Lemma 1. Assume the above. Then Pa is equivalent to P* if and only if there

exists y e NiD), unique modulo K, such that H=(K, y}/D is dihedral or quaternion

or \H\ = \K/D\ =2. Moreover P° is realizable in the real field R if and only if H is

dihedral or \H\ = \K/D\ =2.

Proof. Let x be the character of P and let 0=xG be the character of PG. Then

0(g)=O for g$K and dK = ^gik xy where xyik)=xiy~1ky), keK. Since 0 is
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irreducible, from [3, (45.4)], we have K={geG \ x9=x)- Thus 0 is real-valued,

(i.e., 0=0 and Pa is equivalent to P*) if and only if x=Xy for somete G.

Assume y exists, then by [3, (45.4)] y is unique modulo K Since x and x~Xy have

the same kernel D, it follows that y e N(D). Also for he G, xh=Xhz if and oniy if

z~1y e K. Now y e K if and only if x=X, i-e-> X is real-valued and |K/D\ =2. If

j $ K, then xv2 = x or y2 e K and x"(fc) = x(A:) = x(Arx) for all k e K or y~1(kD)y

=k~1D. Thus /f is quaternion or dihedral whenever \K/D\ ^2.

Now assume 0 = 0 and let H=(K,y}. Then { = xH is irreducible and !=£.

Hence R(8) = R(£) and wÄ(0)^wÄ(^)^2 where mÄ(0) and mÄ(|) denote the Schur

indices of 0 and £ respectively. If H is dihedral or | A A! =2 then m¡t(f) = l and

hence 0 is realizable in R. Ii His quaternion then mR(i) = 2. The proof will be com-

plete if we show wÄ(0) = 2. If g2 $ K then 0(^2)=O. If g e zK and g2 e K, then

g=zk,keK, and xh(g2)=Xh(z2)xhz(k)xh(k). Hence

2 e(g2) = 1*1  2 xVXx"*. Xh)*
sezir heC//X

which is zero if z~1y$K and —\G\ if z_1.ye.K. The result follows from the

Frobenius-Schur Theorem [4, (3.5)].

Remark. Using [1] and the above lemma we can find all the nonlinear irreducible

representations of the metabelian groups realizable in the real field and hence give

a partial solution to Problem 14 stated by Brauer in [2]. As an example we consider

the metacyclic group

G = (a, b | an = bm = 1, ak = b\ b~xab = ar}

where rl— \=kr—k=0 (mod n) and t\m. Let s be a positive divisor of n and rs be

the smallest positive integer such that r'»s 1 (mod s). Then the linear representations

P of K, = <a, ¿V»> with kernel D, D n <a> = <as>, induce all the irreducible repre-

sentations Pa of G. Their number is 2s|n t<f>(s)/t?. If s\(k, n), ts is even, rV2= — 1

(modj), and D = <as, #>>, then PG is realizable in the real field. Therefore the

number of all such nonlinear irreducible representations of G is 2' <t>(s)/ts, where

2' is over all s with the above conditions. A simpler formula for a special case is

given in [5].

3. Notations. The notations of this section will be used in the remainder of the

paper. Let G be a finite metabelian group and G' its commutator group. Let D

be a subgroup of G' such that G'/D is cyclic and let N(D) be the normalizer of D in

G. Let K(D)/D be a maximal abelian subgroup of N(D)/D containing G'/D. Let

zxG',..., zwG' be a basis of K(D)/G' where ztG' is of order r¡. Let P be a linear

representation of G' with kernel D and P be a linear representation of K(D) which

is an extension of P to all AA)> where P(zi)tt=P(z¡'). From [1] PG is irreducible

and every irreducible representation of G is equivalent to some Pa for some P with

some kernel D and any K(D). Let D be the kernel of P and note that D n G' = D.
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For any finite abelian group A and an abelian subgroup A of Aut A denote

A(/l) the extension of A by A with the coset representatives x„, «j g A, where

xâ1axa = a" for all a e A. For a and t in A we have x„xt=x„(o, t) where (<j, t)

denote the elements of the factor set. We set (1, 1) = (1, ct) = («j, 1) = 1 for all

a g A. If A = (a,...> and A = <a,.. .> then a" will be given only when a°=£a or

whenever confusion is likely.

Lemma 2. Let A = (ox, ..., <j¡> be an elementary abelian 2-group iof order 2')

and let B be a subgroup of A invariant under A. Then, with a possible change to an

equivalent factor set, the following statements are equivalent.

(i) (<Ti( cr,)= 1 and («j, t) g B for all i and a, re A.

(ii) («j(, ct,)= 1 and (<r, t)_1(t, a) e B for all i and all a, r e A.

(iii) x2t = 1 and x~ lxf 1xax% e B for all i and all a, t e A.

Proof. From the definition, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent since A is abelian. To

prove (i) from (iii) consider A = <xffi | /=!,...,*>, then AnA^B. Picking a

suitable set of coset representatives of A in AiA) we have (i).

Let A = Ais, m, 8, g) = <a, d, b, bx,..., bg, cx,..., c(> be abelian where a2' = dm

=¿,f = c2 = l, i=\,...,g,j=\,...,t, m odd, andZ>=l if 8=0 and ¿>4=a2if 8=1.

Note that if s= 1 then 8=0.

Let r = <a_ls cr0, <jx, ..., o-g> be the subgroup of Aut A, A = Ais, m, 8, g) where

a">=a~1, »-> -1, b"<=ba-1, i£0, b°-i = ba2S~1-\ b^^^a2''1, i£ 1, and d°o = d-\

Note that T depends on A, for instance if 8=0 then o_x does not exist and

b°>, i¡>0, are not defined.

Let TiA) be an extension of A by T such that («j, a) = 1 if aa = a~1 and for all

a, t e T, (<t, t) g <a>. Hence [r(^)]'ç <a, <Z> and (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2 are equivalent

for B = (jdy. Note that V(A) is the semidirect product A°Y when A=Ais, m, 0, 0)

or¿=¿(l,l,<U).

Lemma 3. Let P be a linear representation of A which is faithful on <a, <Z> where

A = Ais, m, 0,0) or A— Ais, 1, 8, g). Then the induced representation Prw) is

iabsolutely) irreducible and is realizable in the real field.

Proof. Irreducibility follows since P is an extension of its restriction on (a, d}

and Ki\) = A. Let D be the kernel of P. If A=Ais, m, 0, 0) then r = <o-0> and

</4, xao}/D is dihedral. Let A=Ais, 1, 8, g) and let bx,...,bv be all the «Vs such

that ôf ^ D. If 8 = 0 then let a = ax ■ ■ ■ av when v is odd and let a — o-0 • • • av when v

is even. Hence Pika)=Pik~1) for all k e A and (A, x^/D is dihedral. For 8 = 1

let t, be a primitive 2s+1th root of unity and assume Z>(a) = £2. Then P(è)= ±£ or

+ (—1)1,2£. If P(Z>)= ±1 let <j = (t1- • -o-„ when y is odd and o-=ct0ct1- • o-„ when t> is

even. If P(¿>)= ±( —1)1,2£ let «j=«j_1ct0í71- • er,, when v is odd and ct=ct_1<71- • -o-v

when t; is even. Then {A, xa}/D is dihedral and the result follows from Lemma 1.

Note that every irreducible nonlinear representation of T(^(j, m, 0, 0)) and

ViAiX, 1, 0, g)) is realizable in the real field.
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Assume a is as in the above proof and let x=xai- ■ -xav, etc. Then since x2t = l,

we have x2 e [Y(A)]'^(a, d}. Since x~1kx=k" ek_1D we have x2 e D n (a, d}

or x2 = 1. We may take xa=x.

Now consider Y(A) where A=A(s,l, 8, g), s>l. Assume (x„xz)2=aT where

(T = a0 and T = ai5 i#0, and r = r(r) is even. Let j>t=x^ï~r,a, then y2 = l and x„j,

=7,^. Hence 1 = (xayzya)2 = (yzya)2, co=ai,j^i, and hence Y(A) = A°Y. If for

some t = <t¡, /VO, (x„xz)2=a, a = a0, let ä=x0.x-t. For 8=0 we have <5, Z?i,..., b2,

...,bg,Cx.cty=A(s+l,l,0,g-l)   and   (A(s+l, 1, 0, g-1),   xai,..., xag)

^A(s+l,0,g-l)oYx. Similarly for 8 = 1 we have ^(¿+1, l,0,g)°Yx. Here Yx

is defined for A(s+1, 1, 0, g— 1) or A(s+1, 1, 0, g) as Y is done for A(s, 1, S, g).

The above implies that either Y(A) = A ° Y or a subgroup of F(^4) is a semidirect

product.

4. Metabelian groups.   Assume the notations of §3 and D $ G'.

Theorem 1. Assume every nonlinear irreducible representation of G is realizable

in the real field. Then the following hold for every D and any corresponding K(D).

(i) The exponent of K(D)/G' divides 2 or divides 4 depending whether an odd prime

divides \G'/D\ or |G'/A! is a power of 2.

(ii) If K(D)/G' is of exponent dividing 2, then there exists x e N(D) such that

(K(D), x)/D^A(s, m, 0, 0) o Y, and if K(D)/G' is of exponent 4, then there exist

x_ls x0,...,xg in N(D) such that (K(D), jc_lf..., xgy/D^Y(A(s, I, 8, g)).

Conversely if(i) and (ii) hold for every D and some corresponding K(D), then every

nonlinear representation of G is realizable in the real field, and hence (i) and (ii) hold

for every D and any corresponding K(D).

Proof, (i) Since D n G" = D from Lemma 1 we may assume D = 1 and G = N(D).

Also if Z)çAi = G' then given K(D) some K(DX) can be found such that

K(DX)^K(D). Hence for this part of the proof we may also assume G' = <a> is

cyclic of prime order /?. Let zG' be a basis element of K(D)/G' of order m, then z is

of order fin, f= 1 or p. From Lemma 1, there exists xeN(D) such that P(x~1zx)

=P(z-1).Butx-1zx = zgforsomegeG'andhenceP(z-1)=P(zg)orP(z2)=P(g-1).

Assume P(z) is a primitive fmth root of unity. Since P(g~1) is a /?th root of unity

we have P(z) a primitive 2nd or/?th or (2/?)th root of unity. Hence fm = 2 or fm=p

or fm=2p. If/? = 2 then K(D)/G' is of exponent dividing 4.

Assume/?^2 and fm=p or 2/?. Letting b = z or ¿>=z2 we have ¿> e K(D) — G' and

Ap= 1. Let £ be a primitive /?th root of unity and let P(a) = £. Consider two exten-

sions Ä and P2 of P to i(ö) with Px(b)=l and P2(b) = l For Ä(<3)=1, from

Lemma 1, there exists x such that P1(x"1Ä:x)=P1(fc"1) for all k e jÇ(A)> and hence

x~1ax=a~1, x~xbx=b, and x2 e K(D). Similarly if P2(b) = l we have y such

y~1ay=a~1, y~ 1by=ba~2, and y2 e K(D). Letw=y~1x~1yx, then w~1bw = bal^b,

a contradiction, since w e G'. Hence K(D)/G' is of exponent 2.

(ii) We may assume D=l, G' = <a>, not necesarily of prime order, and hence

G=N(D). Assume K(D)/G' is of exponent dividing 2 and let D be the kernel of P.
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Then from Lemma 1 there exists x e NiD) such that x2 e D and Fix" 1kx) =P(A:"1)

for all k e KiD). Hence x~1kx=k'1d for some de D. But k~1x~1kx=k~2de G'

and, k'2 e G' which implies that de D n G' = Z)=1. Hence <Z=1 and x~1kx=k~1

for all k e KiD). Assume x2 $ D then x4 g G' n D = D = 1 or x4 = 1. Define another

extension Fx of P to KiD) with kernel Z5X such that Pxix2) = -1. This implies that

(.KiD), x}/Dx is quaternion and from Lemma 1, P° is not realizable in the real

field, a contradiction. Hence x2 e D and (KiD), x}/D^Ais, m, 0, 0) ° I\

Now assume G' is cyclic of order a power of 2, Z)= 1, G=NiD), K=KiD), and

ZC/C of exponent 4. From Lemma 1 there exists xe G such that Fix " 1/cx) = P(A: ~*)

for all &gZC. Since x~xkx=kd, deG', we have after some calculations

ZC=^(i, 1, 8,g) where 8=0 if s=l, G' = <a> if 5=1 or 8 = 1, and C7' = <a> or (a2}

if 8=0andi>l.

Assume 8 = 0 and let £ be a primitive 2sth root of unity with Pia) = £. For 0 g i g g

define the extensions P, of P to ZC by Pi(ôi) = (-l)1'2 and Pi(èJ)=Pi(cr) = l, M;*,

/*= 1,..., t. (Note that z'= 1 if i=l.) Hence from Lemma 1 there exists x, such that

Piixf1kxi)=Piik-1) for all /c g K and Pf(x2) = 1. Since x^kx^kd, deG', we have

X("1axi=a"1, xi_1oixi = e(a2'"1, xibj = bjxi, i^j, and x¡cr = crX(, r=l,...,r. For

fixed i, let Z?¡ be other extensions of P to K defined by Rtik)= ±Pj(/V) where k = b¡,

j=l,...,g, or k = c¡, j=l,.. .,t. Then Z?i(xi~1A:xi) = Äi(A:-1) for all k e K. From

Lemma 1, Z?¡(x2)= 1 for all R¡, and hence x2 g Th where T, is the intersection of the

kernels of all different Rt for fixed i. Now since x2 e KiD), xf=aeb{i ■ ■ •bfrc'l'- ■ ■ •$*.

The fact that i?¡(x2) = l for all Ru i fixed, implies that /i¡ = 0, i=\,..., t, e}=0 or

e¡=2, j=l,.. .,g, e=0 when e¡=0, and e = 2s-1 when et = 2. Let yt=x^ ■ ■ ■ b'gs

where 2fj = e¡. Then under the various cases above, yf = \, i.e., x¡ can be chosen

such that xf = 1. Now let x be a product of an odd number of x0, • •., xB, say

x = x0- • xv. Note that x'1ax=a~1. Define an extension F of P to all K by P(6y)

= (-l)1/2, 0<j£v, and F(bj)=P(cr) = l, j>v, l£r£t. Then P(x"1â:x)=P(â:-1)

for all A: g K. Since x2 g G', if x2 ̂  1, then P(x2) = — 1 and (K, x>/Z5 quaternion,

where D is the kernel of P. By Lemma 1, Fa is not realizable in the real field, a

contradiction. Hence x2 = l and (K, x0, xx,..., xgy/D^TiAis, 1, 0,g)). Note that

if s = 1 then v may be taken even or odd and hence T(/l) = A °V.

Assume 8 = 1 and s> 1. Let £ be a primitive 2s+1th root of unity and Pia) = l2.

Consider the extensions P„ ifc-1, of P to Zsf, defined P,(6) = £, i^O, P_i(6)

=(-l)»a£, PA)=(-l)1/a, J-1, Pi(è,)=Pi(cr) = l,7Y/, r=l.t. As above this

implies the existence of x_l5 x0, xx,..., xg such that xf1axi = a~1, i_ — 1, x<"1oxi

=ba~1, z'^0, xz\bx_x=ba2''1-1, xr1bixi=bia2S'1, i=l, xièy = èJxi, 7V/, and

xicr = crxi, /•= 1,..., r. For fixed f, define other extensions R¡ oí P to K by Z?,(A:)

= ±Piik) where £ = è or A;=6i; 7 = 1,.. .,g, or k=c„ r=\,..., t. As above we

have xf=aebe°bexi---bg!> where e¡=0 or e; = 2, 7=1,..., g. Also for *>0, if et=0

then Ri(aebeo) = l and hence e=0 and e0 = 0 or e= -1 and e0=2 and if e¡ = 2 then

R¡iaebeo)=-l and hence e = 25"1 and e0 = 0 or e=2s_1-l and e0=2. For z'=0,

R0iaebeo) = 1 and hence e=0 and e0=0 or e = -1 and e0=2. For /' = -1, R _ i(aeôeo)
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= 1 and hence e=0 and e0=Oor e=2s-1 —1 and e0=2. Letting yi = Xib~f°b{i- • -bgí,

2fj = ei, j=0,..., g, i= — 1,..., g, we have, for all the above cases, yf= 1, or xt

can be chosen such that xf = 1. Using the same argument as above we have x2 = 1

if x is the product of an odd number of X-1} x0,..., x9. Hence

(K(D), x-x, x0,..., x9}/D ~ Y(A(s, 1, 1, g)).

The converse follows at once from Lemma 3 and the proof is complete.

In the proof of (i) above we did not assume x2=y2 = 1, and hence by Lemma 1,

Corollary. Assume every nonlinear irreducible character of G is real valued.

Then (i) of Theorem 1 holds. Moreover we have

(ii) Any nonlinear irreducible character of G is induced by some linear character

of a subgroup K^. G' such that K/G' is of exponent dividing 4.

(iii) If H is a subgroup of G, i/2 G', H' ^ G', then H/G' is of exponent dividing 4.

Moreover if an odd prime divides \G'/H'\, then H/G' is of exponent dividing 2.

From the first part of §3, for each D we can find a K(D) and fix it. Using all

possible D's and the corresponding K(D) we can find all the irreducible repre-

sentations of G. But K(D) for each D may not be unique. Now using the last

paragraph of §3 we have

Corollary. Assume G as in Theorem 1. Then for each D some K(D) can be

chosen such that (K(D), jc_j, ..., xgy/D^A o Y.

5. Cyclic commutator group. We introduce further notations. The order of

r (mod m), (r, w)= 1, is the smallest positive integer / such that r'= 1 (mod m).

If £> = <a,.. .> then set K(D) = K(a,...).

Let A = A(s, m, 0, 0), m > 1 and m odd. Let Y(2h) = <</> be the subgroup of

Aut A such that d°' = dr, (a')2h = l, and r is of order 2/z (mod/?) for every prime p

dividing m. Hence 2h\p—l and (2h, m)=l.

Let í2 = <t1; ..., rr> be a subgroup of Aut A, A = A(s, m, 8,g), such that

az'=a or (for s^3) az'=a2¡'1 + 1, dl' = dT, r2=\ (mod m), and c)' = c or czj' = cja2''1

y'=l,..., /. Here Í2 is an elementary abelian 2-group. Let Dx = {t e Q | ax = a and

c) = Cj} and set Q, = QxxQ,2 for some subgroup Q2 of Ü. Let a^ and a?2 be in Cix and

dat = dr>, i=l or 2. Define ojx<oj2 if ojx=/=oj2 and rx= — 1 (mod/?) implies r2= — 1

(mod/?) where/? runs over all primes dividing m. Hence if cu^coa then cu1ü?2<tu2-

Two elements wx and a?2 are disjoint if c^ < cuíO^. A nonidentity element a> of 0.x

is minimal if there exists no re Six, T^l, such that t < cd. Clearly every t e Qj, t^I,

is a product of (not necessarily unique) disjoint minimal elements of iix. Unless

otherwise stated, t¡ e £lx will mean t( is a minimal element of Qx and r¡ e Í22 will

mean t¡ is an element of some basis of Q2. Using these notations, consider the

following statements.

(i) For all a, t e Y, (o-, t) = 1.

(ii) For all a, r e A, (<r, r) e (a2''1}.
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(iii) For some {tJ, a basis of Q2> (Ti> Td~ 1-

(iv) For {tj}, set of minimal elements of Í21; (t¡, t,) = 1.

(v) For Tj e Í2x if (tj, t4)=1 then (<70, t() = (t¡, <j0) and if (t(, ri)=a2i_1 then

(°o,Ti)-1(Ti,a0)=a2!-\

(vi) For every element a of order 4 we have either cf = tyi2" ~ \ for some

i"=l,..., t, or (a, t,)"1(tí, ct^û2*"1 for every minimal element t, e £2X, and hence

r^Oor Oi^l.

Now we prove

Theorem 2. Lei G be a finite group with cyclic commutator subgroup G' and

assume all its nonlinear irreducible representations are realizable in the real field.

Then G=A(A), where A and A are given below with the factor set satisfying the

indicated conditions above.

h Am A(s, m, 0, 0), A = Y x Q, Y = <a0>, (i)-(v).

II. A = A(0, m, 0, 0), A = Y x Q, Y = Y(h), h even, and A(A) = A o A.

III. A = A(s, 1,0,g), s=l or 2, A = Tx£2, T = <ct0, ..., ct9>, satisfies (i),

(t„ t4) e <a2""\ cx,..., cz), T¡ e Q, and (a, r)~\r, a) e {a2''ls}for all a, re A.

IV. A = A(2, 1, 1,0), A = Txi2, r = <a_1,<70>, (¡Hui)-

V. A = A(l, m, 0, 0), A = Tx Í2, r = <a0>, (i), (ii), (v).

VI. A=A(l, m, 0, 0), A = Tx Í2, r = T(4) = <<?'>, (i), (ii), (iv), (v) and (vi).

VIL ^ = ̂ (2,m,0,0), A = rxr(4)xí2, r = <a0>, r(4) = <CT'>, (a, t) = 1 for all

a, re Y(4) and (i)-(vi).

VIII. A=A(2, m, 0,0), A = rxT(4)xí2, T = <a0>, T(4) = <a'>, (i), (iii)-(vi),

((a')2, (a')2)=a2, (a, t) e <a2> for all a,r e r x Q or a, t e Y(4) x Ü and

ifo, a')-\a', o0) = a.

Proof. First we consider the case where G' is cyclic of order a power of 2, i.e.,

if a2' = l we let G' = <a> or G' = (a2>. Second we assume G' = <d>, dm = l,m odd.

Third we assume G's<a, J>. If G/A^A^AutA and a e A, then xa is a coset

representative of A such that xâ1kxa—k" for all k e A. We omit some of the cal-

culations, in particular we omit some of those that prove A^(l) and A are of the

types indicated.

Assume s = l and G' = <a>, then K(l) = A(\, 1, 0,g) and G/^A = rxa If

t e Q and xz is of order 4, then K(l) can be chosen containing xz and hence either

K(l)/G' is of exponent 8 or G'^(,a}, a contradiction. Therefore x2 is of order

dividing 2 and x2=aeb2ei- ■ ■b2e<ic!i}- ■ -c{t. Setting yz=xzbeii- ■ •bg«, we have y2

=aec{i- ■ -c(' and hence xz. can be chosen such that III is satisfied for s= 1. The

same method gives III for s=2 and G' = <a2>.

Assume s=2 and G' = <a> and assume there exists k e K(l), k2 $ <a> and k* = l.

From Lemma 1, there exists x such that x~1ax=a~1, x_1kx=k and x2 = l (here

P(k) = l, for some P). Considering K(a2)^K(l) we have j such that y~1ay=ae,

e = l or -1, y~1ky=kaf, /= 1 or -1 and j2 e <a2>, (here P(A:)=(-1)1'2 for some

P). This implies that e= -1 and letting z=;c}>jc"1j'~1 we have z~1kz=ka2=£k, a
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contradiction, since ze G'. Hence Ki\) = A(2, 1, S, 0). Assume 8 = 0 and G' is not

a proper subgroup of a cyclic subgroup of G. Then G/A^A = Tx £2, r = <«j0>. If

t g Í2 and x? çè (a} then Z£(l) can be chosen such that xz e ZC(1) or x\=a2 which is

the case when 8 = 1. Otherwise for a basis {tJ of Q, x2 = l and hence G' = (a2}, a

contradiction. Hence 8 = 1, ZC(1) = ^(2, 1, 1, 0) and G/A^A = Tx D, r = <CT_1( <r0>.

If t g £2 and x4 £ <a> then either a different coset representative can be chosen such

that x2 = 1 or ZC(1) can be chosen containing xz and hence x4=a2 or (xT¿>)4 = 1, the

latter is a contradiction. Hence IV follows.

Assume s=3 and C7' = <a2>. From the above there exists no k e Zi(l), k2 $ (a),

or AT(1) = /1(3, 1, 0, 0). The result, I, for s = 3 and m = \, is immediate when az=a

for all t g Q. Let £2 = (7-!,..., rfy, azi=a5 and azi=a, i> 1. Then we may choose

xv /> 1, such that x2 = 1 and hence Kiai) = (A, xtl,..., xT/> and hence G ¡Kid1) is

of order 2. But if xtl<a4> is of order 4 in Kia^Ka*), then from Theorem 1, G/Kia*)

should be at least of order 4, a contradiction. Hence xZl e <a4> and xfl can be chosen

such that x2x = l and I follows for s=3 and m=l.

Assume i = 3, G' = (dy, and G' is not a proper subgroup of a cyclic subgroup.

If ÂÏ1 ) = ,4(3, 1, 1,0), then x exists such that x" 1ax = a~1,x~xbx = ba'1, and x2 = 1.

(This follows from Lemma 1 after taking P(a) = £2, P(è) = £ and we should have

Pix-1bx)=Pib~1), lis a primitive 24th root of unity.) Taking Kia^^KiX) we

havej> such that>'"1aj=ae, «2= — 1 or 3,y~1by = bar,f=\ or 5, and>>2 g (a*}. (This

follows after taking Pia)= - 1, P(è) = (-1)1'2.) It follows that e= -1 and letting

z = xyx~1y'1 we have z~ibz^b, a contradiction. Hence ZC(1) = /1(3, 1, 0, 0) which

implies G' = (a2}, another contradiction. Hence for 5^3 we may assume G' = (a2}.

If j=4 and G' = (a2} then ZC(1) = ̂ (4, 1, 0, 0) and G/A^A = Tx £2. By a method

similar to the one preceding the above paragraph, the existence of t g £2 such that

a'=a5 leads to a contradiction. Hence al=a9 or a1 —a for all t g £2. The case when

j > 4 can be proved by a similar method. This completes the proof of I when m = 1.

Assume G' = (d} of order m, m odd, then ZC(1) = ^(0, m, 0, 0) and G/A^A, then

c? = c¡ for i=\,..., t. Letda = dr,ooforderh. IfA is odd and ris of order Z«^ (mod//),

p some prime dividing m, and hx<h, then AT(«ip) can be chosen such that h/hx

divides the exponent of Zv(«ip)/G', a contradiction. Furthermore if 4\h and rW2=l

(mod/;),/>|m, then a ZC^") can be chosen such that x2 g Kid"), w = ahli. Choosing

P such that P(xä)= — 1 we have (Kid"), xM>/Z) quaternion, a contradiction. We

have a similar contradiction when a2=l and x2 g (cx, ..., ct> — <1>. Hence II

follows.

Now assume G's<a, i/> is of even order, a2* = «im = l, m odd, then ZC(1)

= ^ (j, m, 0, 0). Considering Kid) we have, from the above cases, G/G' of exponent

2 if s > 2 and of exponent dividing 4 if s ̂  2.

Assume G/G' is of exponent 2, G/4^A = rx£2, where r = <(j0>. We have

x2 e <a> for all teí!. Assume x2 e (a2} for all t e Q. Let {t¡} be a basis of £22 then

xI( can be chosen such that x2 = 1. Similarly if {t,} is the set of minimal elements of

Qx we may let x2=l. Now assume x^x^^^x^a2''1, t¡ g £2x. Let dz' = dr and
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q be the product of allpe,pe\m, and r= 1 (mod/?),/? a prime. Then K(d") = (A, xTl>.

Now {xœ j oieA} contains a set of coset representatives of K(dq) and there exists

no w such that xñ1kxa e k~1(dqy for all k e K(d"), a contradiction. Hence

x;01x%ixao = xZi and I follows.

Now if 5=1 and x2=a, t¡ e Q.x, then it can be shown that x¿¿xttxao=xTia.

Hence V follows.

Assume s> 1 and for some t e D, x2=a. If dl = d, then this is the case when

A=A(s+l, m, 0, 0). Hence assume dl = dr^d, r=-\ (mod/?) for some prime

p\m. Then for to e Í2, x^1xTxc0=xtae and hence xñ1xzx01 = xza2e=a or a2"~1 + 1, and

therefore eis even. Assume x%=x2h, then setting yl0 = xmx'z, fa solution of/(l +e)=

—h (mod 2s), we have y2 = 1. Hence a basis {t, t2, ..., rr} can be found such that

x2 = 1 for i> 1. This means the derived group of {A, xz, xZ2,..., xZf) is included in

<a2, d). Hence x% $ K(a2, d")^K(l) and xt~1kxt ek~\a2, dp} for all k e K(a2, d").

But xz=a and hence {K(a2, dp), xz}/D is quaternion, a contradiction. Hence for

5> 1, x2 e {a2}, for all t e Q..

Now assume G/G' is of exponent 4 and let 5=1. Then AT(1) = ^1(1, m, 0, 0) and

G/^^A = rxQ, r = r(4) = <a'>. Here x2 e <a>, t e D, and x*.=l. Since x2.

commutes with every xz we have x2 = l, t¡ e ÍA Now we show that cf = cta for

some /, or x^,1xZlxa=xZta, for every t¡ e ¿A Assume 0.x = 1 and cf'mc, for all i,

then A'(iZ) = <^4, x„.> and there exists no t e O = £22, t # 1, such that cl = cs for all /".

This means xz1Dxzj=D for the kernel D of any P, a contradiction. Let Oi$l and rt

be a minimal element of Ox and cf' = c, for /= 1,..., t. Let q be the product of all

pe,pe\\m and r= 1 (mod/?). (Here dz*=dr.) Let H=G/(dq) then ,4(5,4, 0,0)

= </4(5, m, 0, 0), xZi}/(dq}. Since cf=c} for 7=1,..., r, from the above we have

xâ'1xZixa:=xZia. (Here xZi is like some c¡ in ,4(5, t/, 0, 0).) Hence VI follows.

Assume 5 = 2 then G/A^ A = Yx Y(4)x fí, r = O0> and r(4) = <<?'>. Since j>1

we have x2 = 1, t¡ e Í2y, /=1 or 2. Also x*- = 1 or x*-=a2 and the rest follows as

above giving VII and VIII.

To complete the proof we should show that every nonlinear irreducible repre-

sentation of the above groups is realizable in the real field. It is immediate when

A=A(s, 1,0,0), A=A(2, 1, 1,0), A=A(s, 1,0, g), 5=1 or 2 and A=A(0, m, 0, 0).

We prove for I when 5>0 and m>l, and the remaining cases are similar.

We have x2 = 1, t¡ e íl¡,j=\ or 2. LetPbe a linear representation of (a, d} with

kernel D = {a2\ d2}. If y g 5-1, then K(D) = <.A(s, m, 0, 0), xz \ r e Í2, dT e «A*/2».

Now x¿01kxao e k_1D and hence (K(D), x0l))/D satisfies the conditions of Theorem

1 and the result is immediate. Now assume Z) = <A>. If Í2j = l then K(D)

= A(s, m, 0, 0) and considering (K(D), x„0}/D the result follows from Theorem 1.

Assume Í2i$l. Again K(D) = A(s, m, 0, 0) if there exists no minimal element

Tj, dx' = dr, such that r= 1 (mod z) and the result follows as above. Assume such a

minimal element t¡ exists, i.e., r= 1 (mod z). Let q be as defined above, then z\q and

K(dq) = (A,xhy. Hence considering K(dq)Kdqy^A(s, q, 0, 0) and H=G/(dq} it

follows that Ax, Ax defined for H as Ox is defined for G, has less elements than ùx.
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Assuming the inductive hypothesis on the number of elements of £2X the result

follows. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We conclude this paper with

Corollary. Let G be a metacyclic group as defined in the remark of §2. Then

every nonlinear irreducible representation of G is realizable in the real field if and

only //(a) or (b) below holds.

(a) in, 4) 12, t = m = 2h, r of order 2h (mod/?) for every odd prime p dividing m.

(b) in, 4)=4, t=m = 2, and r= -1, i.e., G is dihedral.

The proof is immediate from cases I and II of Theorem 2 since A=Ais, m, 0, 0)

= (a}, a of order n, and A is cyclic, i.e., £2 = 1. Another proof can be given by

using Lemma 1.
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